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Book Cover

Title

100 flowers to knit & crochet : a collection of beautiful blooms
for embellishing garments, accessor

101 more mixed media techniques : an exploration of the
versatile world of mixed media art

A black women's history of the United States

A garden miscellany : an illustrated guide to the elements of
the garden

Author

Stanfield, Lesley

Doty, Cherril

Berry, Daina Ramey

Staubach, Suzanne
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Book Cover

Title

Author

Angola Janga : kingdom of runaway slaves

Salete, Marcelo D'

Anne Boleyn : 500 years of lies

Nolan, Hayley

Anne Frank, the diary of a young girl

Frank, Anne

A plea for the animals : the moral, philosophical, and
evolutionary imperative to treat all beings w

A very stable genius : Donald J. Trump's testing of America

Ricard, Matthieu

Rucker, Philip
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Book Cover

Title

Author

Beholding and becoming : the art of everyday worship

Chou Simons, Ruth

Believe me : how trusting women can change the world

Valenti, Jessica

Big Black : stand at Attica

Smith, Frank

Billion dollar brand club : how Dollar Shave Club, Warby Park,
and other rebel startups are remaking

Black wave : Saudi Arabia, Iran, and the forty-year rivalry
that unraveled culture, religion, and co

Ingrassia, Lawrence

Ghattas, Kim
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Book Cover

Title

Broken faith : inside the Word of Faith Fellowship, one of
America's most dangerous cults

Brother & sister

Change your thinking, change your life : how to unlock your
full potential for success and achieveme

Cognitive behavioral therapy for dummies

Author

Weiss, Mitch

Keaton, Diane

Tracy, Brian

Branch, Rhena
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Book Cover

Title

Cozy white cottage : 100 ways to love the feeling of being
home

Creative journaling : a guide to over 100 ideas and
techniques for amazing dot grid, junk, mixed med

Crucial conversations : tools for talking when the stakes are
high

Dark towers : Deutsche Bank, Donald Trump, and an epic trail
of destruction

Decoding boys : new science behind the subtle art of raising
sons

Author

Galvan, Liz Marie

Day, Renee

Patterson, Kerry

Enrich, David

Natterson, Cara Familian
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Book Cover

Title

Emily Dickinson's gardening life : the plants & places that
inspired the iconic poet

Extreme ownership : how U.S. Navy SEALs lead and win

Finding quiet : my story of overcoming anxiety and the
practices that brought peace

Author

McDowell, Marta

Willink, Jocko

Moreland, James Porter

Floret Farm's Cut Flower Garden

Benzakein, Erin

Foundations : 12 biblical truths to shape a family

Chou Simons, Ruth
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Book Cover

Title

Author

Gay like me : a father writes to his son

Jackson, Richie

GED test prep 2020

Kaplan Publishing

Genetics

Robinson, T. R.

Go to sleep (I miss you) : cartoons from the fog of new
parenthood

Grit & grace : train the mind, train the body, own your life

Knisley, Lucy

McGraw, Tim
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Book Cover

Title

Grow your soil! : harness the power of the soil food web to
create your best garden ever

Author

Miessler, Diane

Guilford County : heart of the Piedmont

Salsi, Lynn

Guitar : the world's most seductive instrument

Schiller, David

Healing racial trauma : the road to resilience

Rowe, Sheila Wise

Hedda Gabler

Ibsen, Henrik
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Book Cover

Title

Author

Here for it : or, how to save your soul in America ; essays

Thomas, R. Eric

How to eat : all your food and diet questions answered

Bittman, Mark

I am C-3PO : the inside story

Daniels, Anthony

iPhone for dummies

Baig, Edward C.

Irresistible : reclaiming the new that Jesus unleashed for the
world

Stanley, Andy
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Book Cover

Title

Journal sparks : fire up your creativity with spontaneous art,
wild writing, and inventive thinking

Jubilee : recipes from two centuries of African-American
cooking

Last stop Auschwitz : my story of survival from within the
camp

Leading with gratitude : eight leadership practices for
extraordinary business results

Leaving the witness : exiting a religion and finding a life

Author

Neuburger, Emily K.

Tipton-Martin, Toni

Wind, Eddy de

Gostick, Adrian Robert

Scorah, Amber
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Book Cover

Title

Author

Lifespan : why we age--and why we don't have to

Sinclair, David A.

Making marbled paper

Fletcher, Heather R. J.

Maybe you should talk to someone : a therapist, HER
therapist, and our lives revealed

Meals, music, and muses : recipes from my African American
kitchen

Medical billing & coding

Gottlieb, Lori

Smalls, Alexander

Smiley, Karen
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Book Cover

Title

#METOO in the corporate world : power, privilege, and the
path forward

Mornings on horseback : the story of an extraordinary family,
a vanished way of life, and the unique

Author

Hewlett, Sylvia Ann

McCullough, David G.

New England

Harris, Patricia

New England

Walker, Benedict

North Carolina murder & mayhem

Jackson, Richard
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Title

Author

Of other worlds : essays and stories

Lewis, C. S

Open book

Simpson, Jessica

Overground railroad : the Green Book and the roots of Black
travel in America

Taylor, Candacy A.

Planting the natural garden

Oudolf, Piet

Praxis Core

Kirkland, Carla
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Book Cover

Title

Profiles in corruption : abuse of power by America's
progressive elite

Race against time : a reporter reopens the unsolved murder
cases of the civil rights era

Reflections on the Psalms

Restoration house : creating a space that gives life and
connection to all who enter

Southwest USA and national parks

Author

Schweizer, Peter

Mitchell, Jerry

Lewis, C. S

Buycks, Kennesha

Dailey, Donna
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Book Cover

Title

Author

Statistics essentials for dummies

Rumsey, Deborah J

Suffrage : women's long battle for the vote

DuBois, Ellen Carol

Taking sexy back : how to own your sexuality & create the
relationships you want

That can be arranged : a Muslim love story

The 40-day sugar fast : where physical detox meets spiritual
transformation

Solomon, Alexandra H.

Fahmy, Huda

Speake, Wendy
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Book Cover

Title

The angry child : what parents, schools, and society can do

The art of resistance : my four years in the French
underground : a memoir

The back roads to March : the unsung, unheralded, and
unknown heroes of a college basketball season

The beloved works of C.S. Lewis

Author

Novick, Brett J.

Rosenberg, Justus

Feinstein, John

Lewis, C. S
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Book Cover

Title

The big book of rock & roll names : how Arcade Fire, Led
Zeppelin, Nirvana, Vampire Weekend, and 532

The body language of politics : decide who is lying, who is
sincere, and how you'll vote

The clutter remedy : a guide to getting organized for those
who love their stuff

The field guide to citizen science : how you can contribute to
scientific research and make a differ

The Jewish cookbook

Author

Dolgins, Adam

Van Natten, Donna

Stone, Marla

Cavalier, Darlene

Koenig, Leah
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Book Cover

Title

The race of aces : WWII's elite airmen and the epic battle to
become the masters of the sky

The secret lives of bats : my adventures with the world's most
misunderstood mammals

The side dish bible : 1001 perfect recipes for every vegetable,
rice, grain, and bean dish you'll ev

The splendid and the vile

The sun and her stars : Salka Viertel and Hitler's exiles in the
golden age of Hollywood

Author

Bruning, John R.

Tuttle, Merlin D.

America's Test Kitchen

Larson, Erik

Rifkind, Donna
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Title

Author

The Toni Morrison book club

Bennett, Juda

This brilliant darkness : a book of strangers

Sharlet, Jeff

Tightrope : Americans reaching for hope

Kristof, Nicholas D.

Triggers : how we can stop reacting and start healing

Richo, David

Ultimate veg

Oliver, Jamie
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Book Cover

Title

Vegan everything : 100 easy recipes for any craving -- from
bagels to burgers, tacos to ramen

What science tells us about autism spectrum disorder :
making the right choices for your child

What to eat during cancer treatment : more than 130 recipes
to help you cope

What we didn't see : a story of white-collar ambition,
addiction, and tragedy

When to walk away : finding freedom from toxic people

Author

Horn, Nadine

Bernier, Raphael

Besser, Jeanne

Zimmerman, Eilene

Thomas, Gary
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Book Cover

Title

Will the circle be unbroken : a memoir of learning to believe
you're gonna be okay

WWE : then, now, forever. Volume 4

Yellow Bird : oil, murder, and a woman's search for justice in
Indian country

You're not listening : what you're missing and why it matters

Author

Dietrich, Sean

Gillespie, Aaron

Murdoch, Sierra Crane

Murphy, Kate
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